
The Accessibility Action 
This action tags the document and sets the language to English. The most prevalent error in checked 

accessible files is the failure to specify the language. That normally means going to 
File>Properties> Advanced and setting it. I had 14,000 files lacking the language 
and would have taken forever to manually change them. There is not a batch 
option to do this, but a custom Preflight Profile can be made. Preflight is under the 
Print Production Tool. This 
does not show by default 
so you need to click on the 
small dropdown under 
share and check Print 
Production. Click on 
Preflight and choose the 
Dropdown under Option 

to Create New Preflight Profile.  

 

For the Action to work, NAME IT EXACTLY LIKE I 
DO! Name Set Language to English.  

Under Custom profiles, click on Fixups. This will open the lists of available fixups. Choose Add “English” 
language entry into 
document 
information. Click on 
the blue arrow at the 
lower left of the pane 
to include it in the 
profile.  

 

 

 

 

The Action is attached right here.       Import the action into your actions.  If you made the preflight 
profile right, the action will tag your document and set the language to English. 
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<</Commands [/c <<	/0 [/c <<		/Config [/c <<			/UIPolicy [/i 3]
>>]
		/HandlerName [/a /MakeAccessible]
		/Params [/c <<>>]
		/Title [/t (Add Tags to Document)]
>>]
	/1 [/c <<		/Config [/c <<			/UIPolicy [/i 3]
>>]
		/HandlerName [/a /CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD]
		/Params [/c <<			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_ERR_ACT_TYPE [/i 0]
			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_ERR_FOLDER [/t ()]
			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_ERR_REP_TYPE [/i 0]
			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_OMIT_FIXUPS [/b false]
			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_PROFILE_NAME [/t (Set Language to English)]
			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_REP_DISPLAY [/b false]
			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_SUC_ACT_TYPE [/i 0]
			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_SUC_FOLDER [/t ()]
			/CALS_PREFLIGHT_CMD_SUC_REP_TYPE [/i 0]
>>]
		/Title [/t (Preflight)]
>>]
>>]
/Description [/t (This action adds tags to the document and execute a Preflight Profile which you create with the directions in the PDF to set English as the language.)]
/Input [/c <<	/FileVariation [/i 3]
>>]
/Output [/c <<	/AddToBaseName [/b false]
	/DontOverwrite [/b false]
	/EmbedIndex [/b false]
	/FileVariation [/i 1]
	/HandleOutput [/b true]
	/NumbericNaming [/b false]
	/OptimizePDF [/b false]
	/PresetName [/t (Standard)]
	/RunPDFOptimizer [/b false]
>>]
>>
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